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In developing the theory of L matrices the concept of helicity was general- 
ized [l] to mean the eigenvalue of a linear combination of three enlarged 
Pauli matrices. Starting from a primitive set of the three Pauli matrices, n sets 
of enlarged Pauli matrices 
fCw ! 
p = 1, 2,..., n 
v = 1,2,3 1 (1) 
of dimension 2” x 2” can be obtained with the following properties: 
(i) each set consists of three anticommuting matrices. 
(ii) the members of one set commute with the members of another. 
Initially, a method known as the u-operation [2] was described following 
the original derivation of Dirac to obtain 2n + 1 anticommuting matrices 
of dimension 2” x 2” from the basic Pauli matrices. Secondly, n helicity 
operators each of which is a linear combination of three enlarged matrices, 
were obtained [l] with the above mentioned properties (i) and (ii). 
We now show that the o-operation defined previously can be general- 
ized further into a tenon and morticel method of fastening helicity matrices. 
Such a method demonstrates the power and scope of the L matrix approach 
in a strikingly direct manner. For this we proceed as follows: 
First we recall that there are two methods of enlarging the Pauli matrices 
to higher dimensions: 
(i) by repetition 
*k 
I@a,= '-. 
i i 
(k = 1,2,3) 
Ok
1 This is a simple technique used in a carpentry where the edge of one piece (tenon) 
is put into a cavity (mortice) of another. 
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(ii) by dilatation 
0 I 
%@I= I 0; ( 1 u,@I= (; -ii); u,@I= 6 -“I). 
where the notation of the previous paper [l] is used, whereby the suffix 1 
stands for x or y or z, 2 for any of the remaining two, and 3 for the last one. 
I in Eqs. (2) is the identity matrix of arbitrary dimension called the unit matrix 
of dilatation or repetition. 
Let Hk(i ] j) denote the matrix of dimension 2i+j+1 x 2i+j+1 such that 
H,(i 1 j) = Ii @ al, @ Ij (k = 1,2,3), 
where IJ denotes a unit matrix of dimension 2z x 21. 
In the case of 2” x 2” dimensional matrices, the n sets are 
H,(O 1 n - l), H,(l 1 n - 2) ,..., H&z - 1 1 0). (4) 
We define a linear combination of the three matrices H,(i 1 j), (k = 1, 2, 3) 
as a helicity matrix 
fJ(i I j) = W,(i I j) + h~,(~ I j) + W& Ii). (5) 
We fasten the helicity matrices by the tenon and mortice method to obtain 
L 2n+1 which is a linear combination of (2n + 1) anticommuting matrices. We 
choose any set H(i 1 j) and call it for reasons which will be obvious presently 
as Hn and define 
(6) 
Now we fasten Hs*, the third member of H”, by multiplication, to three 
members of any set H+l other than H”. On multiplication by Hsn we obtain 
three matrices HsmHFml, HsnHt-’ and H3”Hi-l. We now define 
Now fastening the third matrix H31zHi-l to Hn-2, we define 
(8) 
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Continuing this process of fastening the third remaining matrix to the next 
set we reach 
and 
Thus, we obtain (2n + 1) anticommuting and define LPnfl as the linear 
combination of the LZF+r (i = I,..., 2n + 1) matrices. 
We recognise that the above procedure is equivalent to the following 
method. Writing 
H” = hIHI* + A,H,” + &Ham, 
we replace h, by Hn-l and relabel the other two parameters so that we get a 
matrix with five anticommuting elements. Again starting with H*, we can 
replace As by the five parameter matrix constructed as before which has no 
common matrices with Hn to get a linear combination of seven anticom- 
muting matrices. The procedure is repeated till we get a linear combination 
of 2n + 1 anticommuting matrices which is defined as L291+1 . 
It is observed that out of the (2n + 1) matrices two are members of a 
helicity matrix. There are n - 2 sets of two matrices which are m fold pro- 
ducts of the members of helicity matrices (m = 2,..., n - 1). There is only 
one set with three elements with n fold products of the members of the 
helicity matrices. We have, thus, deomonstrated the irrelevance of the choice 
of the helicity matrices and relevance of the sequence in which they are chosen 
to obtain (2n + 1) anticommuting matrices.2 
Earlier [3], the anticommuting matrices were obtained from helicity 
matrices but the irrelevance of the choice of helicity matrices 1 were not 
realised at that time. 
If we now attach parameters Ai to these anticommuting matrices 9fn+‘, 
we perceive a shell structure in which there are three matrices in the first 
B It was a surprise to find that the (2n + 1) higher dimensional anticommuting 
matrices were derived by Kestelman [4] as early as 1961 by a recurrence method 
which can be shown to be identical with the D operation. However, the concepts of 
generalized helicity matrices their eigenvalues and eigenvectors did not enagage his 
attention. 
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shell, two matrices in each of the other (n - 1) shells. Thus, we have a 
telescoping of eigenvalues defined as 
the eigenvalues Ai being the characteristic of the i-th shell. 
We can also visualise the 2n + 1 dimensional space of the parameters as 
being decomposed into a sequence of spaces of three dimensions each. The 
eigenvalue of a helicity operator corresponds to the length in such a space 
with the important additional feature that it takes dichotomous values 
positive and negative. The length in one space is then imbedded into the 
other space as one of the parameters. 
It is to be noted that A, (i = l,..., n) are the eigenvalues of the helicity 
operators 
Hn Hn-1 
2 ,..., HZ 
and also of the n operators 
While the simultaneous eigenvector of the complete set n helicity operators 
is also the simultaneous eigenvectors of the L operators, it does not imply 
that the eigenvectors of L2n+l is an eigenvector of H, . This is obvious from 
the form of the eigenvector of L2n+l g iven in the original formulation of 
L-matrix theory. 
The tenon and mortice method we have described is only a generalization 
of the u-operation formulated earlier [2]. This generalization can be equally 
applied to the helicity matrices [5] of the generalized Clifford algebra [6] 
defined by the w-commutation relation 
AB = wBA, A”=B”=l; w”= 1, 
where w is the primitive n-th root of unity. This is possible since as in the 
case of Pauli matrices there are only three matrices in the lowest dimension 
obey is the w-commutation relations. 
APPENDIX 
There is a particular and interesting case when the eigenvalues 
Ai (i = l,..., n) are set equal to zero. This implies that 
hii + Xii+, = 0. 
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The linear combinations of the two members of a helicity matrix with coef- 
ficients Xsi and /\Zi+1 can be interpreted as the annibilation and creation opera- 
tors as recognised earlier by the author and his collaborators [7] and also by 
Raghavacharyulu [8]. 
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